Let L be an oriented, ordered link imbedded in the oriented 3-sphere S 3 , and let fx and K be integers such that 1 S^K<JX. [3] for each juâ3. In this announcement we outline the construction of a generalized noninvertible link for each pair ju, K such that 1 ^K <ju and ju è 3. Details will appear elsewhere.
Let L be an oriented, ordered link imbedded in the oriented 3-sphere S 3 , and let fx and K be integers such that 1 S^K<JX. We say that L is a generalized noninvertible link for the pair ju, K (or a (ju, K)I link) if it satisfies :
(i) L has ix components ; (ii) Each sublink with K or fewer components is invertible ; (iii) Each sublink with more than K components is noninvertible, L is invertible provided it is of the same (oriented) type as its inverse. The inverse of L is obtained by reversing the orientation of each component of L. Now (2, 1)1 links were exhibited in [2] and a (jtx, ju~ 1)1 link was given in [3] for each juâ3. In this announcement we outline the construction of a generalized noninvertible link for each pair ju, K such that 1 ^K <ju and ju è 3. Details will appear elsewhere. The combined contents of [2] , t(a) -1) , and then deleting the appropriate small arcs on dQi m and dQi m+v Several routine requirements on the placements of these pairs of arcs are also made.
That £ is a (ju, a) I link follows from the construction and the following properties of Li in Figure 1 2. Any sublink of Li which is obtained by removal of one of the components (/, a^), ...,(/, OUK+I) is completely splittable.
